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THE AIM of this paper is to prove the following 
THEOREM. Let (M, g) be an arbitrary Klhler manifold of (complex) dimension n, 
Cl(M), . . . , c,(M) E H*(M, R) its Chern classes, and cp(A4, g) E H2(M, [w) the Klhler class. 
The products 
c,(M)cp(M, S)n -p E H2”(M R) 
p=o, 1,. . . ,n, depend on the underlying oriented Riemannian structure (M(n), g) only. 
Precisely, the class 
(1) 
1 
I 
P 
(A!P), g) = ___ tn _ p)! qwcp(M, 9)” -IJ 
comes from the Lipschitz-Killing 2p-th scalar curvature of the Riemannian manifold M(n) 
and is represented by the following basic 2n-form: 
(2) 
1 
rp = (2x)P2Pp! (2n -2p)! O 
CsgnaR# A . . . A pJ{pJ-‘) /y (+2P+1) /y . . . /y (&24 
where (R&, be 2n is the curvature form of the Levi-Civita connection on M(n) and (eY), c 2n is 
the canonical IFB2”-valued l-form. 
We orient M(n) by identifying (x’ + iy’, . . ,x” + iy”) E C” with (xi, y’, . . . ,x”, y”)~ R’“. 
Proof: The identification of C” with [w“’ imbeds Gl(n, C) in G1(2n, I%) so that U(n)= 
Gl(n, C) n SO(2n) is the unitary subgroup. The Klhler structure of (M, g) is given by a U(n)- 
reduction P of the frame bundle of M; its S0(2n)-extension P 2 P characterizes the oriented 
Riemannian structure of (M, g). We shall denote by o =(w;) the unique torsion- 
free connection in P, and by 63 =(63;) its extension to p, i.e. the Levi-Civita connection. 
Together with the horizontal IW2”-valued l-form the two connections give rise to a 
commuting diagram 
k(G) 
ti(60(2n)+ V)- A*(p) 
1 
k(o) 
1 
@(u(n)+ V) -A*(P) 
where V= IX’“, k(o) and k(6) are Weil homomorphisms [2], @ stands for reduced Weil 
algebras, and both the vertical arrows are restrictions. In terms of the canonical basis (a;; a0) 
of (&‘(2n)+ V)* one has 
IV= IV/( E a; 0 c?, &b) 
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which mirrors torsion-free-ness of the connection and allows one to write 
for any Lie subalgebra g c &‘(2n). It is readily seen that for any group G with Lie algebra 9 the 
G-basic subalgebra consists of the G-invariant elements of (Sg* 0 A V*)/(XZ; @ ub); hence 
the differential d restricted to the subalgebra vanishes. Since dimRM = 2n, we may replace w 
with, say, @Z,-cancelling out all the elements whose total basic degree (with respect to the 
tl“ and 15;) exceeds 2n. By using a spectral sequence argument, Morita [4] and 
Matsuoka-Morita 
y . . . TC”Y 91 
where pi, i ~2 [n/2], and cj, j d n, are respectively the Pontryagin and the Chern polynomials, 
V=caZi-l A azi, and rb, p < n, are the algebraic counterparts of (2). Although hypotheti- 
cally one could compute the restriction of each rp directly, we prefer a more efficient 
approach. 
The maximal torus T in both U(n) and SO(2n) is well-known to be the group of the 
matrices whose diagonal (2 x 2)-blocks are elements of SO(2)= 
i[ 
cos 271x sin 27~ 
-sin 2nx cos 27rx I. ’ x E R/Z 
i 
gR/H, the other entries being equal to 0; let (yi , . . . , y,) be the corresponding 
natural coordinates in the Lie algebra t= To(Rn/Z”), i.e. a natural basis of L*. There is a 
commuting square 
[St* @ A v*/. . .]Nso(zn~+[Sti0(2n)* @ 
n 1 
[St* @ A v*/. . .]Nuc*) +[Su(n)* @ A 
A ?“-*/. . .]S0(2n) 
v*/. . .-y(n) 
where N, is the normalizer of Tin G = S0(2n), U(n). In order to compute the algebras on the 
left let us observe that the T-invariant subalgebra of A V* is generated by the monomials 
tx2i- ” 2i: = c12i-1 A CC~~, i< n. Consequently, it remains to find out the elements of 
lVt(t+ V)r=R[jj1,. . . ,j$] @ ( A v*)‘/(j$ @ .2i-1’2i) 
invariant under the induced action of the respective Weyl groups N,/T, G=S0(2n), U(n). 
To this goal we recall classical generators [l] of the Weyl groups. These are: 
1” Aij E Nso(z~) /T (kj) represented by a matrix whose i-th and j-th diagonal (2 x 2)- 
blocks are J = [y A] and all the other entries are equal to the one of the unit matrix; 
2”BijE Nu,,,IT c Nso(z~) /T (icj) represented by a matrix whose (i,j)- and (j, i)-blocks 
are equal to J. 
The action of Aij on m(t+ V), reverses the sign of Ji, Jj, c?-ls 2i, and ~l’j-‘,~j, 
simultaneously, while Bij transposes pi and _ij as well as @2i- ‘3 2i and c?- ‘3 2j. Since the non- 
vanishing monomials in m2,(/+ V), form a linear basis, the degree 21 of the skew 
symmetric factors parts the algebra into a direct sum 
W2,(t+ V)/)T= 6 w, 
1=0 
of invariant subspaces. Clearly, W, yields the classical invariant polynomials on au(2n) and 
u(n) (suitably truncated). 
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For I> 0, arbitrary $ E IV, is uniquely expressible as 
$= 1 fi ,,,, i1~a2il-1,2il A . . . . A $il-l,2if 
il< . ..<il 
where fi,...i,ERCj1,. . . . , jj,,] are polynomials of degree d n- 1 independent of the 
Jil, . . . , Pi,. If rC, is Bij-invariant for every i <j then each polynomial is symmetric in the 
complementary variables and, moreover, there is a unique symmetric polynomial 
FElR[jjr,. . . , j,,] of degree <n- 1 which is a common extension of the fi, . . . i,‘s. 
Consequently, one has 
Il/=F@ 1 c12il-1Jil A . . Aa2il-l,2il 
il< <il 
=F 0 q+/l! 
and therefore 
[ fV2,(L + V),]N,IJT= R,,[o,. . ,cJ”, cp] 
where or, . . , cr,, are the elementary symmetric polynomials. 
If an arbitrary N,(,,/T-invariant element of I&‘,, 1>, 1, 
lC/=S(jJ+I,. . ,j7n)Ocr1*2 A . . . A Cr2f-1*2f+(perm.) 
is moreover Aij-invariant for every i < I <j, then the symmetric polynomial f changes the 
sign whenever any of its variables does. Consequently&J, + 1, . . . , j,) = cjl+ 1 . . . j,,, where 
c=const. for the dimension reason, and therefore 
where 
k,=~~i, . . . jji,@&-1,2jl ,, . A&q-!s% 
I. J 
the summation being taken over all partitions of the set (1, . . ,n} into I= (ir < . . . <i,,} 
and J={jl< . . . cj,}, q = n-p. Summarizing, we get 
[ m2”(t+ V)T]Ns0(2.)‘T=[W2n[~‘;, . . . ,c+,~J+ ; [Wk, 
p=o 
where o;, id [n/2], are the elementary symmetric polynomials in squares of the variables. 
To conclude the proof we consider the following commutative diagram: 
Since the results of the above computations agree with (3), the horizontal arrows must be 
isomorphisms. Now it is evident that the restriction of rp to t + V equals k, which is exactly 
apcp”-P/(n-p)! where rrp is the restriction of the p-th Chern polynomial. 0 
Remarks. 1. The assertion of the theorem carries over to the respective characteristic 
classes of transversely Klhler foliations (cf. [3], [4]). However, the expression for the 
Lipschitz-Killing classes of transversely Kahler foliations given by Matsuoka and Morita 
in [3] (Prop. 3.2, without proof) is incorrect and should be replaced by (1). 
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2. We have actually shown that the 2n-form which represents the class c,(M)cp(M, gyep 
and comes from the torsion-free Hermitian connection is already Riemannian. 
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